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Abstract
Objective.The output of a deep learning (DL) auto-segmentation application should be reviewed,
corrected if needed and approved before being used clinically. This verification procedure is labour-
intensive, time-consuming and user-dependent, which potentially leads to significant errors with
impact on the overall treatment quality. Additionally, when the time needed to correct auto-
segmentations approaches the time to delineate target and organs at risk from scratch, the usability of
theDLmodel can be questioned. Therefore, an automated quality assurance frameworkwas
developedwith the aim to detect in advance aberrant auto-segmentations.Approach. Five organs
(prostate, bladder, anorectum, femoral head left and right)were auto-delineated onCT acquisitions
for 48 prostate patients by an in-house trained primaryDLmodel. An experienced radiation
oncologist assessed the correctness of themodel output and categorised the auto-segmentations into
two classes whetherminor ormajor adaptations were needed. Subsequently, an independent,
secondaryDLmodel was implemented to delineate the same structures as the primarymodel.
Quantitative comparisonmetrics were calculated using bothmodels’ segmentations and used as input
features for amachine learning classificationmodel to predict the output quality of the primarymodel.
Main results. For every organ, the approach of independent validation by the secondarymodel was
able to detect primary auto-segmentations that neededmajor adaptationwith high sensitivity
(recall=1) based on the calculated quantitativemetrics. The surfaceDSC andAPLwere found to be
themost indicated parameters in comparison to standard quantitativemetrics for the time needed to
adapt auto-segmentations. Significance. This proposedmethod includes a proof of concept for the use
of an independentDL segmentationmodel in combinationwith aML classifier to improve time saving
duringQAof auto-segmentations. The integration of such system into current automatic
segmentation pipelines can increase the efficiency of the radiotherapy contouringworkflow.

Glossary

ACROP Advisory Committee for RadiationOncology Practice

AI Artificial Intelligence

ART Adaptive Radiation Therapy

APL Added Path Length

RT Radiation Therapy
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CNN Convolutional Neural Networks

CT Computed Tomography

DL Deep Learning

DSC Dice Similarity Coefficient

ESTRO European Society for Radiotherapy andOncology

FOV FieldOfView

HD Hausdorff Distance

ML Machine Learning

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging

OAR Organ at risk

QA Quality Assurance

RO RadiationOncologist

RTOG Radiation TherapyOncologyGroup

SMOTe SyntheticMinority Over-Sampling Technique

SVM Support VectorMachine

TPS Treatment Planning System

1. Introduction

In theworld ofmedicine, radiation therapy (RT) is established as a cornerstone for curative treatment used as a
single or combinedmodality inmore than 40%of the cancer patients (Borras et al 2016). Themain goal of the
RT treatment is to deliver a high conformal radiation dose to the target to achieve an optimal, curative effect and,
at the same time, spare the nearby healthy organs at risk (OARs) preventing acute radiation toxicity and chronic
complications. A prominent step during this treatment process is an accurate, spatial delineation of the target
andOARs (2011, Kosmin et al 2019). The segmentation is usually performed by physicians or experienced
planners, which is a laborious and time-consuming procedure accompaniedwith an intra- and inter-observer
variability (Brouwer et al 2012, Vinod et al 2016, van der Veen et al 2019, Chen et al 2020a).With the
introduction of deep learning (DL) in RT, convolutional neural network (CNN)-based segmentationmodels
have shown to improve consistency and efficiency of this process (Lustberg et al 2018, Cardenas et al 2019,
Unkelbach et al 2020). SuchDL architecture typically categories every voxel in an image to a target orOARbased
on features of the position and intensity of the voxel and surrounding voxels. Due to extensive research by
different institutions, thesemodels are nowoutperforming traditional auto-contouringmethods and have
reached the accuracy of expert delineations (Boldrini et al 2019). In addition, due to lower resolution of dose
grids compared to planning image data, as well as uncertainties in patient positioning and anatomical changes
during the course of treatment, plans containing contouring deviations in the range of severalmillimetresmay
still produce a very similar dose (Sharp et al 2014). As a result, the implementation of auto-segmented contours
may not have any significant negative effect on treatment efficacy. However, auto-segmentation errors can still
occur that range fromminor (e.g. boundarymiss) tomajor (e.g.missing slices) geometric deviations during
clinical implementation. Prominent causes are the individual patient anatomy, which can differ from themodel
training (e.g. surgical removal of tissue) and imaging acquisition protocols, which can differ across RT centers
and over time. In this context, verification of auto-segmentations remains necessary, although clinical experts
could spend a substantial amount of time examining andmodifying the segmentations slice by slice. Ultimately,
this could decrease the potential benefit of automated segmentation (Chen et al 2020b).

To tackle this issue, severalmethods have already been developed to automate this verification step
(Claessens andOria 2022). First attempts calculated 2D and/or 3D volumetric features of historical patients to
create statistical feature probability distributions per contour (Altman et al 2015,Hui et al 2018). Instead of only
considering the geometric attributes of contours (centroid, volume, and shape), the spatial relationship of
neighbouring structures, as well as the anatomical similarity of individual contours among patients, can also be
used as training input. Thatway, severalmachine learning (ML)models were able to characterize the inter-
structural centroid and volume variations and the intra-structural shape variations of each individual structure
(McIntosh et al 2013, Chen et al 2015). The use ofDL approaches forQAof auto-segmentation is still an
emerging area. One study proposed the use of 2D computed tomography (CT) images with its corresponding 2D
probabilitymap and uncertaintymap to predict theDice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) scores between ground
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truth and auto-segmentation (Chen et al 2020b). Another similar approach could be to create spatial probability
maps by applyingMonte CarloDropout andGaussian distribution (vanRooij et al 2021).

In this study, we propose an automaticQAplatform to assess the accuracy of the auto-segmentations of an
in-house trained primarymodel. An experiment was designedwhere prostate patients were auto-delineated
both by the primarymodel and an independent, secondaryDL segmentation algorithm. This approach is similar
to introducing a secondary (independent) dose calculation algorithm to validate the clinical dose calculation
algorithm. The latter requires high accuracy and tightQAprocedures, whereas the former can bemore generic
andmay be less accurate, yet able to detect clinically relevant deviations. Subsequently, nine different
quantitativemetrics (e.g. DSC,K)were calculatedwith the aimof defining a state of similarity or difference
between both auto-segmentations. Finally, thesemetrics were used as input features for aML classifier to predict
the quality of the primarymodel segmentations. In this way, such predictive algorithm can serve as a guardian
that detects in advanceminor auto-segmentations, which can be directly presented to the clinical expert.

2.Material andmethods

2.1. AutomatedQAworkflow
The overall architecture of the automatedQAworkflow for auto-segmentations is illustrated infigure 1. The
presented pipeline runs through three, consecutive steps: (1) obtaining auto-segmentations by the primary and
secondaryDLmodel; (2) calculating segmentationmetrics between both auto-segmentations as input features
forML classifier; (3)ML-based classification to highlight unacceptable aberrations.

2.2. Patient cohort
A cohort of 48 prostate patients with orwithout lymph node invasionwere randomly selected, of which 42
patients underwent conventional RT treatment (60 Gy/20 fractions) and 6 patients stereotactic RT treatment
(35 Gy/5 fractions). TheCT images used for the treatment planningwere selected, whichwere acquired by two
different systems: a Toshiba AquilionCT-simulator (ToshibaHealthcare, Tokyo, Japan) and Phillips Big Bore CT
(Philips Healthcare, Best, theNetherlands). These CT imageswere characterised by 1.074 mm in plane resolution
and a slice thickness of 3 or 1 mm, respectively to their conventional (87.5%) or stereotactic treatment (12,5%).
In this study, the primary and secondarymodel delineated automatically five different regions of interest (ROIs)
on these CT images: prostate (with orwithout lymphnode invasion), bladder, anorectum and both femoral
heads. The selected 48CT images were not included in the training and validation set of the primarymodel. The
secondarymodel was trained and validated on data fromoutside the department.

2.3. The auto-segmentationmodels
2.3.1. Primary auto-segmentationmodel
In collaborationwith RaySearch laboratories (Stockholm, Sweden), the IridiumNetwork developed an in-house
trained auto-segmentationmodel for prostate patients. The training dataset consisted of CT images acquired by
the same imaging systems as the patient cohort (see the Toshiba AquilionCT-simulator and the Phillips Big Bore
CT ). These CT images were characterised by 1.074 mm in plane resolution and only 3 mm slice thickness. The
CT segmentations of the clinical expert were delineated according to ESTRO-ACROP andRTOGguidelines,

Figure 1.AutomatedQAworkflow forDL auto-segmentations for prostate radiotherapy.
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whichwere clinically approved, peer-reviewed and used in delivered RT treatment plans. For every ROI, the
training, validation and test set consisted of+/−200/25/25 segmentedCT images respectively. Thesewere
randomly selected featuring significant variability in anatomy. Patients with hip prosthesis were excluded from
the training and test set.

2.3.2. Secondary auto-segmentationmodel
One of themain criteria of this study is the independent character of the secondarymodel in comparisonwith
the primary one. Independence in this contextmeans that theDLmodel had not been trained on clinical data of
the IridiumNetwork. Therefore, the auto-segmentationmodelDLCExpert, constructed byMiradaMedical feq
(Oxford, UK), was selected as a secondary algorithm,which is trained on 437 prostate cases contoured according
to another institution’s internal guidelines. These CT imageswere characterised by 0.98 mm in plane resolution
and 3 mmslice thickness with no-contrast agents used.

2.4.Qualitative analysis
The accuracy of the primarymodel auto-segmentationswas analysed on all 48CT images by a ROwithmultiple
years of experience in prostate cancer treatment. Initially, the segmentationswere categorised into four classes
primarily based on a time-saving criterion: class 1 (see starting from scratch), class 2 (see 5–10 min adaptations),
class 3 (see small adaptations) and class 4 (see no adaptations needed). This type of quotation arose from the fact
that themain objective to use an in-house trainedDLmodel clinically is to reduce time needed to delineate
rather than completely eliminatemanual intervention. Regarding also the persisting intra-and inter-observer
variability, achieving an accuracy comparable to this variability is generally considered as sufficiently accurate.
When time-saving is the rationale, determining if and howmuchmanual editing is required to a structure to
meet the clinical guidelines is an important result. During the evaluation, a Turing test like setupwas installed
where theROquoted the primary auto-segmentationwithout visualisation of the clinical approved ground
truth segmentation (Gooding et al 2018). By examining the distribution over the four categories, a large
imbalancewas observed for every structure. Therefore, class 1 and 2 aswell as class 3 and 4weremerged to end
with a binary classification problem. Such approach can be justified in the sense of preventing possible
overfitting duringmodel training. In this scenario, a proper distinctionmust be found between segmentations
that requireminor ormajor adaptations, where the latter is directly presented to the RO for further revision.

2.5.Quantitative analysis
2.5.1. Pre-analysis
Before quantitativemetrics were calculated between the two auto-segmentations, the overall performance of the
secondary algorithmwas verified on ten, randomly selected test patients in comparison to the primarymodel
(figure 2). In case of the femoral heads, a difference in segmentation level in the caudal sectionwas observed
(figure 2(a)). Because the in-house clinical treatment protocol only defines amaximumdose constraint on the
femoral head structure and the lower transversal slices usually are not incorporated into the treated FieldOf
View (FOV), both segmentations were cropped to the same caudal level beforemetric calculation. This ensured
that themetrics reflected differences in the segmentations thatmatter, rather than those thatmight be attributed
to difference in contouring for training themodels. Furthermore, the secondarymodel segmented the rectum
and anus separately and required an additionallymerging step to acquire the anorectum structure. Additionally,
the primarymodel delineates this structure up to the sigmoid transition (see ESTRO-ACROP guidelines)

Figure 2.The pre-analysis of the secondarymodel beforemetric calculation. (a) For the femoral head structure, differences in caudal
segmentation between the primary (orange) and secondarymodel (blue) can be observed (coronal view). (b)Differences in
segmentation of the anorectumby primary (blue) and secondarymodel (red) in the cranial region (sagittal view).
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(Salembier et al 2018), whereas the secondarymodel contours the anorectumbeyond this level in cranial/
anterior direction (figure 2(b)). For prostate and bladder, no consistent differences between both segmentations
were observed.

2.5.2. Segmentation evaluationmetrics
The quality assessment of contours is usually performed by calculatingmetrics that quantify the degree of
overlap or distance between themanual and the automated segmentation. In this study, the following nine
metrics were calculated between both primary and secondary auto-segmentations: the volumetric DSC, the
surfaceDSC at 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm tolerances, the 95th, 99th and 100th percentileHausdorff Distance
(HD), themeanAdded Path Length (APL) and the difference in absolute volume. An overview of usedmetrics is
given in table 1.

Considering two different volumesA andB, the volumetric DSC is twice the overlap between these volumes,
divided by their sum. ADSCof 1 indicates perfect overlap, while 0 indicates no overlap. The surfaceDSC is
calculated by the same formula as the volumetric DSC, but compares the two external surfaces (Nikolov et al
2021). To permit small differences between surfaces without consequences, a tolerance parameter can be used: if
points in two surfaces are separated by a distance that is within the tolerance parameter, they are considered part
of the intersection ofA andB. TheHDcalculates theminimumdistance from every point in surfaceA to every
point in surfaceB, and vice versa, arranges all distances in ascending order, and returns themaximumdistance
(100th percentile) or another percentile if so specified (e.g. 95th percentile). TheAPL is the path length of a
contour that had to be added tomeet the institutional guidelines for contouring.

In this study, it should be emphasized that neithermodel was assumed to be superior to the other, and the
metrics were calculated to serve as input features for aML classifierwith the aim to detect primary auto-
segmentations that need further adaptation. Allmetrics calculations weremade using customPython scripts
that leveraged common scientific libraries.

2.6. Binary classification
Three differentML classifiers architectures were trained for every organ separately: logistic regression, support
vectormachine (SVM) and random forest (RF). The nine, calculated quantitativemetrics were used as input
features to predict if the primary auto-segmentation neededminor ormajor adaptation.

The original dataset of every ROIwas divided into a training and test set, where the latter contained a same
ratio of classes. In case of the femoral heads, no distinctionwasmade between both sides andweremerged in one
dataset (= 96 cases). Because imbalanced datawas observed between both classes, SyntheticMinorityOver-
Sampling Technique (SMOTe)was implemented to oversample theminority class. During the training phase,
stratified k-fold cross-validation (k= 3)was used, and various hyperparameter combinationswere exhausted by
grid search. In table 2, an overview of the used hyperparameters permodel is shown.During every fold, 33%of
the dataset was selected as validation set with the preservation of the relative class frequencies before data
augmentation of the remaining training set (66%)with SMOTe. This approach avoids the risk of inadvertently
testing on data derived from the training set. Themean and standard deviation of the balanced accuracywas
recorded during each fold.

After cross-validation, the performance of the overallmodel on the independent test set was characterised by
the classification report, which contain the evaluationmetrics recall, precision and f1-score. The latter was only
executed for themodel architecture with highestmean balanced average the cross-validation. In addition,
feature importance was also investigated to determinewhich quantitativemetrics had themost clinical value to

Table 1.Quantitativemetrics for comparison of online and offline segmentation.

Type ofmetric Metrics used as input features

Overlapmetrics Overlap of the contour volume/surface:

(1)Volumetric DSC

(2)Mean surfaceDSC (tolerance: 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm)
Distancemetrics Distance between two contours volumes:

(1)Hausdorff distance (95th-, 99th-,100th percentile)
(2)Mean added path lengtha

Volume Difference in absolute volume between two contours

a TheMeanAdded Path Lengthwas calculated asmetric, because the dataset consisted of CTs

with different slice thickness, 3 mm (conventional) and 1 mm (SBRT).
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detect deviating segmentations. Scripting of thesemodels was performed in Python, using dedicatedML
libraries.

3. Results

3.1. Femoral heads
The balanced accuracy of allMLmodels trained on femoral head data is shown in table 3(a). In terms ofmean
balanced accuracy, the RFmodel performed slightly better in comparison to the othermodels.

The performance on the independent test set of the overall RFmodel after cross-validation is shown in the
classification report in table 3(b). One can observe that a perfect classification can bemadewith a recall and
precision equal to 1 for both classes. Infigure 3(A), the feature importance of the overall RFmodel is shown. The
SurfaceDice (all tolerances levels), volumetric Dice andmeanAPLwere considered as the three,most
prominent features to distinct femoral head auto-segmentations that needminor ormajor adaptations.

3.2. Bladder
The balanced accuracy of allMLmodels trained on bladder data is shown in table 3(c). In terms ofmean
balanced accuracy, the logistic regressionmodel performed significantly better in comparison to the other
models.

The performance on the independent test set of the overall logistic regressionmodel after cross-validation is
shown in the classification report in table 3(d). The segmentations that needmajor adaptationwere all detected
by the algorithm (see recall score of 1.00), whereas 17%of the segmentations quoted by theRO that needed
minor adaptationwerewrong assigned to the other class (see recall score of 0.87). Infigure 3(B), themeanAPL,
Hausdorff distance (99th interval) and SurfaceDice (tolerance 1 mm)were considered as the three,most
prominent features to distinct auto-segmentations that needminor ormajor adaptations.

3.3. Prostate
The balanced accuracy of allMLmodels trained on prostate data is shown in table 3(e). In terms ofmean
balanced accuracy, the logistic regressionmodel performed significantly better in comparison to the other
models.

The performance on the independent test set of the overall logistic regressionmodel after cross-validation is
shown in the classification report in table 3(f). Despite the fact that allmajor deviated auto-segmentations were
detected by theMLmodel (see recall score of 1.00), 50%of theminor cases were assigned to thewrong class (see
recall of 0.50). Infigure 3(C), the SurfaceDice (tolerance 1 and 3 mm) andHausdorff distance (95th interval)
and SurfaceDice (tolerance 1 mm)were considered as the threemajor features to distinct auto-segmentations
that needminor ormajor adaptations.

Table 2.Overview of the tuned hyperparameters during training of the differentML
models.

MLModel Tuned hyperparameters

Logistic regression (1)C-value: [0.001–1000]
(2) Solver: [newton-cg, lbfgs, liblinear, sag, saga]
(3)Classweight

Support vectormachine (1)Kernel: linear (C-value: [0.001–1000])
(2)Kernel: rbf (C-value: [0.001–1000], Gamma:

[0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2])
(3)Kernel: poly (C-value: [0.001–1000])

Random forest (1)Bootstrap
(2)Maxdepth: [2, 3, 4, 5]
(3)Max features: [2, 3, 4, 5]
(4)Min samples leaf: [2, 3, 4, 5]
(5)Min samples split: [2, 4, 6]
(6)Number of estimators: [10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200]
(7)Oob score
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3.4. Anorectum
The balanced accuracy of allMLmodels trained on anorectumdata is shown in table 3(g). In terms ofmean
balanced accuracy, the SVMmodel performed better in comparison to the othermodels.

The performance on the independent test set of the svmmodel after cross-validation is shown in the
classification report in table 3(h). The confusionmatrix of the best performed SVMmodel on the test set is
shown infigure 3.4. In this case, no feature importance can be shown, because the overallmodel is characterised
by a non-linear rbf kernel. Although SVMs are often interpreted as transforming your features into a high-
dimensional space andfitting a linear classifier in the new space, the transformation is implicit and cannot be
easily retrieved. In this scenario, allmajor deviationswere detected (see recall of 1)with 8%of theminor cases
assigned to the opposite class (see recall of 0.92).

Table 3. (a)MLmodels balanced accuracy for femoral heads auto-segmentations achieved across three different
training folds. (b)Classification report of the overall RFmodel on the independent test set. (c)MLmodels balanced
accuracy for bladder auto-segmentations achieved across three different training folds. (d)Classification report of
the overall logistic regressionmodel on the independent test set. (e)MLmodels balanced accuracy for prostate
auto-segmentations achieved across three different training folds. (f)Classification report of the overall logistic
regressionmodel on the independent test set. (g)MLmodels balanced accuracy for anorectum auto-
segmentations achieved across three different training folds. (h)Classification report of the overall logistic
regressionmodel on the independent test set.

Femoral heads

(a) MLModel architecture Mean Standard deviation

Logistic regression 0.9639 0.0302

Support vectormachine 0.9503 0.0467

Random forest 0.9653 0.086

(b) Precision Recall F1-score Number of cases

Major adaptation 1.00 1.00 1.00 15

No tominor adaptation 1.00 1.00 1.00 28

Bladder

(c) MLModel architecture Mean Standard deviation

Logistic Regression 0.8501 0.0390

Support VectorMachine 0.7591 0.0819

RandomForest 0.7835 0.0236

(d) Precision Recall F1-score Number of cases

Major adaptation 0.75 1.00 0.86 6

No tominor adaptation 1.00 0.83 0.91 12

Prostate

(e) MLModel architecture Mean Standard deviation

Logistic Regression 0.5785 0.0258

Support VectorMachine 0.4253 0.0667

RandomForest 0.4237 0.0568

(f) Precision Recall F1-score Number of cases

Major adaptation 0.64 1.00 0.78 7

No tominor adaptation 1.00 0.50 0.67 8

Anorectum

(g) MLModel architecture Mean Standard deviation

Logistic Regression 0.6240 0.0524

Support VectorMachine 0.7197 0.1560

RandomForest 0.6943 0.0406

(h) Precision Recall F1-score Number of cases

Major adaptation 0.89 1.00 0.94 8

No tominor adaptation 1.00 0.92 0.96 13
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4.Discussion

In this study, aQAmethod is illustrated to automate the verification process of the quality of an in-house trained
primary auto-segmentationmodel for prostate patients. Five ROIs of prostate patients: prostate (target),
bladder, anorectum and femoral heads, were delineated simultaneously by the primarymodel and an
independent, secondarymodel. Subsequently, quantitativemetrics were calculated (table 1) and used as input
for aMLbinary classifier to distinguish between high- and lower-quality primary auto-segmentations, where the
latter is prioritized to the RO in order to suggest further adjustments (figure 1). Such automation in the
segmentationQAprocess is necessary to enrol an efficient adaptive radiation therapy (ART)workflow,where
the burden of auto-segmentations increases and subsequently the physician’s workload (Sonke et al 2019).

The idea to implement a secondaryDLmodel in segmentationQAwas inspired by thewell-standardized
usage of independent dose calculation in the treatment planningQAprocess. The treatment planning system
(TPS) aswell as the independent dose engine produce a full 3D dose volumewhich are compared by gamma-
analysis. In cases where the passing rate is below the institutional tolerance (e.g. 95% agreement level), the TPS
dose distribution isflagged to be verified and if necessary adapted (e.g. reduce the level of plan complexity). In
comparison to this study, the level of agreementwas expressed by standard segmentation quantitativemetrics
whereas the tolerance level was defined by a trainedMLmodel whether an auto-segmentation neededminor or
major adaptation. In addition, preferencewas given to interpretableML systems instead of black boxes to
understand the relevance of the different input features to assign differences and to facilitate the later usage of the
QA approach in a clinical environment (ElNaqa et al 2021).

Whereas the clinically primaryDLmodel requires high accuracy to delineate target andOARs, the secondary
DLmodel can have amore generic character andmay be less accurate, yet able to detect clinically relevant
deviations (see treatment planning process). However, in order to avoid feedback on deviations between both
models in non-significant segmentation areas (see outside treatment fields), pre-analysis of bothmodels for a
small cohort should be performed (figure 2). That way, specific segmentation deviations in areas of low
importance can be detected and cropped out beforemetric calculation.

Figure 3.Overview of themost important features tomake distinction between segmentation that needminor ormajor adaptations
((A): femoral heads, (B): bladder, (C): prostate). The feature importance for the anorectum could not be calculated and is therefore not
displayed.
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The degree of contour similarity between both auto-segmentationswas quantified by commonly-used
geometry-basedmetrics such as theDSCorHD (Gooding et al 2018). Despite their general use and ease for
interpretation, thesemetrics have a low correlation to the time needed to adjust contours (Vaassen et al 2020,
Sherer et al 2021). Because auto-segmentation techniques are nowadays frequently introduced in clinical
practice to reduce contouring time, it is desirable to estimate this time-saving. Ideally, a ROor experienced
planner should be able to score the quality of the auto-segmented contour before starting the editing process by
visual inspection to determine if they should edit the auto-contour or start from scratch (Vaassen et al 2020).
Therefore, two recently developed evaluationmetrics, namely surfaceDSC andAPLwere also included in the
calculatedmetrics. Thesemetrics have been shown to be better indicators for the clinical delineation time saved
(Vaassen et al 2020, Kiser et al 2021). Theymay provide additional objectively quantifiable surrogates for
assessing time-saving and clinical applicability and quality of automatically generated contours in the
delineation process (Gooding et al 2018). Based on a combination of the calculatedmetrics, theMLmodels
highlighted all primary auto-segmentationswith high accuracy that neededmajor adaptation for every ROI of
prostate patients. Having a systemwith high sensitivity for anomalies has the possibility to streamline theQA
process by directly flagging the low-quality segmentations to theRO for correction. Despite the amount of false
negatives for anorectum, bladder and prostate (resp. 8%, 17%and 50%), this only affects the burden of contours
needed to be re-checked, which is in this case of lower importance than undetectedmajor deviations. By
investigating the feature importance in depth, both the surfaceDSC (see femoral heads and anorectum) andAPL
(see bladder)were considered to bemost informative. By converting these findings into certain thresholds levels
for surfaceDSC andAPL,manual editing could be recommended.

Amethodological limitation in this study is the limited number of cases duringmodel training and testing
(with exception for femoral heads), where future research should incorporatemore examples. Instead of
completely re-training the differentmodels to enhance the prediction ability, an open-loop strategy can be
obtained to progressively add new auto-segmentations to upgrade the database and preserve better the
anatomical variety. By implementing such iterative learning process, subsequentmodels can be generated that
capture the actual clinical practice. Another future point of investigation is the impact of the slice thickness (see 3
and 1 mm) on the performance of the primaryDLmodel. A large imbalancewas observed between both groups
(87,5%with 3 mmand 12.5%with 1 mm), so that no significant results could be collected.

To conclude, this proposedmethod includes a proof of concept for the use of an independent DL
segmentationmodel in combinationwith aML classifier to improve time saving duringQAof auto-
segmentations. The integration of this detection system into current automatic segmentation pipelines can
increase the efficiency of the RTworkflow.
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